Test Delivery Solutions

The Right Solutions for Higher Education
With nearly 30 percent of all higher education students now taking at least one online
course, colleges and universities are working hard to identify the most secure systems
and advanced methodologies to administer tests to adult distance learners. Secure
testing environments have become a hot button for institutions that are determined to
maintain high test validity and ensure the integrity of their online program.
As a trusted provider of testing and assessment capabilities, we have developed the world’s largest
testing network to help you enhance the value of your testing program and overcome the unique
challenges of testing adult distance learners. Our system gives assurance that the right test goes to
the right test candidate, in the right location, at the right time. Our wide array of Test Delivery Solutions
for paper-based, computer-based and web-based exams are all delivered with the highest security
measures possible.

Better Control the Test Environment to Protect Your Institutional Integrity
When it comes to distance learning, how do we really know who is doing the work? It is a nagging
question that detractors of online learning consistently ask. Our proctored testing network environments
are one way you can serve the growing demand for online programs while protecting the validity of your
testing and the integrity of your good name.
They can be your best defense against potential attacks on test validity. We staff our highly controlled
testing network with thousands of certified test center administrators who handle everything from
check-in and registration, to getting your candidate seated, to launching the exam and scoring final test

Industry-leading Systems
and Processes

results. They are the “front line” of Prometric customer service and security at the test site, guarding
against unauthorized access to test questions, examination results, test candidate dishonesty and
licensure databases. Employing consistent and established processes, they can:

Secured Test Distribution
Advanced Test Administration

+ Monitor test candidates at all times
+ Ensure that test candidates are who they say they are

Identity Management

+ Follow time restrictions and other test protocols precisely

Comprehensive Eligibility, Scheduling

+ Provide a quiet, distraction-free environment

and Registration

+ Prevent cheating and the removal of any test materials from the test site

Efficient Billing and Payment

+ Furnish a secure network with no outside access or internet surfing

Network Infrastructure Management

www.prometric.com

We also offer a host of sophisticated security options to protect your exam content, including image
capture, candidate identity biometrics, video and live monitoring capabilities, videotaped testing sessions,
secured file servers and encrypted storage of item banks, test candidate information plus exam data.

Rely on Flexible Test Delivery Options
We ensure reliable delivery of tests to approximately 10,000 individual testing centers in more than
160 countries. Plus, nearly 80 percent of the population is within 30 minutes of one of our test sites
for added convenience. We also are equally proficient in delivering computer-based, paper-based or
Internet-based exams.
What’s more, we provide daytime, evening and weekend hours, as well as 24-hour online reservation
capability to make it easy and convenient for your adult distance learners to test in a Prometric facility.

Find Out More
Learn more about our Higher Education Solutions by visiting www.prometric.com
or by calling toll-free 1-855-855-2241.
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